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Abstract-we show that the problem of solving a certain class of time dependent variational in- 
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lem. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, several time dependent equilibrium problems related with traffic or economic 
networks have been studied in the framework of variational inequalities [l-3]. In particular, the 
problems we are referring to can be cast in the following scheme. 

PROBLEM 1. Given a closed and convex set 2 c L2( [0, T], R”) and F : Z H L2([0, T], R”), find 
x* E Z such that 

J’ 
(F [X*(T)], 4~) - X*(T)) h- 2 0, VZEZ. (1.1) 

1071 
A solution X*(T) of (1.1) represents a trajectory of equilibrium points in the sense that, for 

almost every 7 E [0, T], X*(T) satisfies a certain equilibrium condition whose meaning depends 
on the underlying application. 

We shall prove that problem (1.1) is equivalent to the following. 

PROBLEM 2. Find 
x*EZ:&(~*(T),-F[x*(T)])=~. (1.2) 

Here we have defined &(X(T), -F[x(T)]) = lims-,c(Pz(x(T) - hF[z(~)]) - x(r))/S, while Pz 
is the usual projection operator on a closed convex set. 

The innovative idea of connecting static variational inequalities with constrained dynamical 
systems has been introduced by Nagurney and Zhang who also coined the term projected dynam- 
ical systems. However, when dealing with our class of time dependent variational inequalities, we 
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cannot exploit the techniques used in [4,5], because these are meaningful only in finite-dimensional 
spaces. On the other hand, very recently Gwinner [6] has generalized the notion of a projected 
dynamical system to an abstract Hilbert space, by using the notion of quasi-interior and qua- 
siboundary of a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space. Applying Gwinner’s results to our 

wo, TIT R”) P s ace, we are led to the following. 

PROBLEM 3. Find those absolutely continuous functions z : t E [0, T] H (zi(t, 7-), . . . ,x, 
(t, T)) E 2 such that for almost every t E [0, T], there holds 

y = Hz(z(t, T), -F[z(t, T)]), (1.3) 

for almost every 7 E [0, T]. Stationary solutions of (1.3) are defined by the condition 

The paper is as follows. In Section 2, we use Gwinner’s results to write an explicit formula for 
the directional derivative of the projection operator in L2( [0, 2’1, R”) and show how to calculate 
equilibria trajectory using this formula. We also prove the equivalence between (1.1) and (1.2). 
Finally, in Section 3, we apply our result to the (time dependent) complementary problem, ex- 
ploiting the particular structure of the quasi-interior of 2 in this case. 

2. THE DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE OF THE PROJECTION. 
AN EQUIVALENCE RESULT 

Let 

c := L2([0,T],R”) and (M%b(t))) = J’ MT), b(T)) & ‘da,b E C. 
PJ’I 

When we want to stress time dependence, we shall write a(r) for elements of C. Let us recall 
some definitions of convex analysis. If Z c C is convex and closed, the tangent cone to Z at point 
x(r) is defined as SZ(X(T)) := CI{lJx,o X(2 - x(~))}v, while the normal cone to 2 at X(T) is 
defined as 

h(qT)) := {E(T) G c : ((C(T), Z(T) -X(T))) i 0, V/Z(T) E q. 

The tangent cone and the normal cone are polar to each other. The set of unit inward normals 
to 2 at X(T) is defined as 

n&(T) = {W(T) : IIwllr: = 1, (@(7),X(T) -Y(T))) 5 0, VY 6 z>. 

Let us recall that V/~(T) E 2, V/I(T) E L, and S > 0, the following asymptotic relation [7] 
holds: 

PZ(4T) + WT)) = X(T) + w9,(z(7))W + 44, 6 -+ 0, (2.5) 

which allows us to write, for the directional derivative of the projection 

&(5(T), h(T)) := lim Pz(47) + NT)) - X(T) 
6->o s = ~s~(z(~))~(T)~ (2.6) 

Following Borwein and Lewis [8], let us introduce the quasi-relative interior of 2, qri.Z as the 
set of those x(r) E 2 for which SZ(X(T)) is a subspace. In the particular case when SZ(X(T)) = L, 
we shall denote the same set as the quasi-interior of 2, qiZ. The set Z\qiZ will be denoted as 
the quasiboundary of Z, qbdryZ. In view of applications, e.g., to the complementary problem, 
we shall consider the important case of Z = {X(T) E L : z~(T) 2 0, V’j = 1 . . . n, a.e. T E [0, T]}. 
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One can show that the topological interior of 2 is empty while qiZ = (~(7) E C : zj(r) > 0, 
V’j = 1.. .n, a.e. 7 E [O,T]}. 

Now, let us give a geometric interpretation of IIz(x(r), h(~)). 

THEOREM 1.1. 

(a) If x(T) E qiZ, then ‘d/z(r) E C: IIz[2(7), h(r)] = h(7). 
(b) If x(T) E qbdry2, then VW(T) E C \ Sz(a:(r)), 3n*(a:(~)) E nz(~(r)) and /? > 0: 

where 

t%(T)1 = -(MT), n*MT)l)) > 0. 

PROOF. 

(a) It follows directly from the definition of quasi-interior and (2.6), because in this case, we 
project h(7) onto the whole space. 

(b) Let X(T) E qbdry2, and let U(T) := Pszw(7); then from the characterization of the 
projection and (2.6), we get 

(b(‘-) -U(T), W(T) -U(T))) 5 0, VW E Sz(x). 

Because Sz(x) is a cone, we can prove that 

((w(T) - U(T)>U(T))) = 0, 

from which we can derive 

(2.7) 

(b(T) - U(T), W(T))) 5 0, VW(T) E sz(x(T)), 

but the last relation means, by the definition of polar cone, that 

w(T) -u(T) E (sz(z(T)))* = {t(T) 6 L : ((t(T),W(T))) i 0, VW(T) ‘6 sZb(T))) 
= Nz(x(T)), 

(2.8) 

where we have also exploited the fact that the polar of the tangent cone is the normal 
cone. 

Let us observe that each element of Nz(z(*r)) can be written as an element of n(cz(~)) mul- 
tiplied for a negative constant. Thus, 3n*(~(r)) E n(z(~)), p > 0, such that U(T) - V(T) = 
,&*(X(T)). From (2.7), one gets immediately ((~*[z(T)],u(T))) = 0, and as a consequence, 

P = -(b*[dT)]G’(T))). m 

A procedure to calculate U(T) is given by the following. 

COROLLARY 1.1. Let X(T) E 2 and W(T) E C. Then 

+(T)] := nz@(T),w(T)) = Pv(T)-ivz(z(,))(o). (2.9) 

PROOF. If Z(T) E qiZ, then Nz(z) = (0) and the thesis is immediately reached. On the other 
hand,ifz(T) E qbdryZ,we have shown that W(T)-U(T) E Nz(z(T)), i.e., U(T) E W(T)-Nz(z(T)), 

but from (2.6), one has U(T) E SZ(Z(T)) = (Nz(z(T)))* = {E(T) E c : (([(T),z(T))) 2 0, VZ(T) E 
iVz(~c(r))}, hence, ((U(T), z(r))) 5 0, Vz E Nz(x); but from (2.7), one has ((U(T), U(T) - 
W(T))) = 0. Finally, ((-u(T),w(T) - U(T) - Z(T))) 5 0, Vz E ivz(~), which is equivalent to 
state that U(T) is the projection of the vector 0 on the closed and convex set W(T) - Nz(x(T)). m 
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Thus, in order to calculate u(r), one should be able to describe the normal cone 

for those ~(7) E qbdry2, and then calculate 

awnin W - 4 .:.-~Ew-Iv~(x)} 

= argmin 
iJ. 

[o Tl b(T) - w2 dT7 47) - E(T) E U(T) - Nz(44) 
1 

. 
(2.10) 

Putting u(r) = -F[s(T)], we can explicitly write equation (1.2): 

argmin ii IF[X(T)] + ~(~)12dT, F[X(T)] - t(T) E -+(T)] - Nz(X(T)) = 0. (2.11) 
[‘AT1 

In order to show the above-mentioned equivalence, suppose first that X*(T) is a solution of (1.1). 
Then, V’b > 0, there holds x*(r) = Pz(x*(T) - Sl?[x*(~)]), which implies that the derivative of 
&-(X*(T)) = 0. Suppose now that X*(T) solves (1.2), and that X*(T) E qbdry2, -F[E*(T)] $ 
SZ(Z*(T)). Then, by Theorem 1, -F[x*(T)] E Nz(x*(T)), h’ h ’ w ic is e q uivalent to say that X*(T) 

solves (1.1). In the other cases, -F[x*(T)] E SZ(X*(T)), which implies Ps,(2*(7))(-F[x*(~)]) = 
F[~*(T)] = 0, and the equivalence is completely proved. 

3. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 

In this section, we apply our result to the time dependent complementary problem, which is 
encounterd in several applications, for instance, in the theory of spatially distributed market 
models [4]. In this case, the relevant set is 

2 = {X(T) E L : Xj(T) 2 0, \Jj = 1.. .72, a.e. 7 E [o,T]}. 

One can show that 

qiZ = {X(T) E c : Xj(T) > 0, vj = 1.. .n, a.e. 7 E [O,T]}. 

Let us recall our calculation scheme. 

(1) Construction of the normal cone in points of the quasiboundary of 2 (let us recall that, 
for points of qiZ, the normal cone contains only the zero vector). 

(2) V~(T) E 2, calculate 

u[(z(T))] =argmin {J IF[X(T)] + t(T)12 dT> -F[X(T)] - t(T) E -F[X(T)]--z@(T)) . I">'4 1 
(3.12) 

(3) Solve, in 2, the equation u[x(T)] = 0. 

Let us observe that this method slightly improves (and generalize to infinite dimension) the 
direct method proposed by Maugeri [9]. 

Let us describe the quasiboundary of 2. The elements of qbdry2 are the vectors (xl(t), . . . , 
xn(t)) such that ‘v’j l 1={1,2,...,n}, 3Ej c [O,T] with lEj/ > 0 and ICEjl 20: 

xj(t) : 
-I 

> 0, on Ej, 

=O, on CEj, 

with the following warnings. 

(1) /CEjl # 0 for at list one index, otherwise, we obtain the quasi-interior. 

(2) IEjl =O and lCEj/ =O cannot hold simultaneously. 
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For the sake of clarity, we prefer to split the analysis in four different cases. 

CASE (i). ]Ej] = 0, V’j E 1. In this case, we obtain the null vector (almost everywhere on [O,T]). 

CASE(ii). 3A,BC1,AUB=1,B#{~}: ]CEj]=OifjEB,]Ej]=O,ifjEA=I\B. 
Hence, 

xi(t) : 
{ 

> 0, on [O,T], j E B, 

= 0, on [O,T], j E A. 

If B = 4, we reobtain the previous case. 

CASE (iii). V’j E I, ]Ej] > 0, ]CEj] > 0. In this case, V’j E I, we have 

xi(t) : 
> 0, on Ej, 

=O, on CEj. 

CASE (iv). For some index j E C c I, C # {4}, C # {I}, we have the previous situation, i.e., 

xi(t) : >O, onEj, PiI > 0, 
= 0, on CE,, QlCEjl > 0, 

while the other components can be almost everywhere zero or almost everywhere positive on 
[O,T]. More formally, 3 B’,A’ c (1\ C): ICEjl = 0 if j E B’ (eventually, B’ = (4)). IEjl = 0 if 
j E A’ = (I \ C) B’. 

In each point of the quasiboundary, we want to calculate the normal cone at 2, which is defined 

by 

Nz(x(7)) := 
i s. 

E(T) E c : [o Tl(E(4, 4~) - X(T)) dr I 0, V-47) E 2 
1 

. (3.13) 

We shall carry out calculations in each of the previous four cases and find the following results. 

CASE (i). In this case, the normal cone is made up by the vectors whose components are almost 
everywhere nonpositive on [0, T]. 

CASE (ii). Here the elements of the normal cone are [j(r) 5 0, V’j E A, a.e. t E [O,T] and 
&(T) = 0, Vj E B, a.e. t E [O,T]. 
CASE (iii). In this case, we have 

[i(t) : 
= 0, a.e. on Ej, 

< 0, a.e. on CE,, 

CASE (iv). The previous analysis allows us to write down immediately the elements of the normal 
cone in the last case: 

vj E c, &j(t) : 
= 0, a.e. on Ej, 

5 0, a.e. on CE,, 

Vj E A’&(T) 2 0, a.e. 7 E [O,T], 

V’j E B’&(T) = 0, a.e.7 E [0, T]. 

Let us calculate ~[x(T)] for X(T) E qbdry2. 

(i) Let X(T) = (0,. . . ,O), a.e. 7 E [O,T], so that (j(r) < 0, a.e. 7 E [O,T], Vj E I. 
If Fj[x(7)] 5 0 on Dj c [O,T], ]Dj] > 0, the minimum is realized if we choose 

[i(T) = 0, a.e. r E Dj. 
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If Fj [X(T)] > 0 on 0; c [0, T], 1 D’j 1 > 0, the minimum is realized by choosing 

(j(T) = -4[47)1, a.e. r E 0;. 

Hence, 
on Q, 
on 05. 

(ii) Let 

xj(t) : > 0, on [O,T], j E B, 

=O, on [O,T], j EA. 

Thus, &(7-) 5 0, \dj E A, a.e. t E [O,T], G(T) = 0 ‘v’j E B, a.e. t E [O,T]. For j E A, we have 
to distinguish two different subcases, as before. For j E B, the j component of the minimum 
point is: -F~[x(T)]. Th e analysis in the other two cases follows immediately from (i) and (ii). 

Let us consider the following example. 

FI[xI(T),Q(T)] = a(+l(~) - x2(~) F&1(7),~2(7)1 = xl(~) - ~(7-1 - C(T), where 4~) is 
positive on [0, T] and u(7) is the null function in [O,T/2] and is positive and less than one in 
(T/2,7’). Following our calculation procedure, we find the solutions 47) 

x1(t) = I 
TT 

(1 -a(7))’ On Z’ ’ ( I 

xl(T) > c(T), on 0,: , 
[ I 

4TMT) TT 

x2(t) = 

I 

(1 -U(T))’ On 2’ ’ ( 1 
0, on 0,: . 

[ I 
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